Cells must reliably respond to changes in transcription factor levels in order to execute cell state transitions in the correct time and place. These transitions are typically thought to be triggered by changes in the absolute nuclear concentrations of relevant transcription factors. We have identified a developmental context in which cell fate transitions depend on changes in the relative concentrations of two transcription factors. Here, we quantify the in vivo expression dynamics of Yan and Pointed, two essential E-twenty-six (ETS) proteins that regulate transcription during eye development in Drosophila. These two factors exert opposing influences; one impedes transcription of gene targets required for differentiation while the other promotes it. We show that both proteins are transiently co-expressed in eye progenitor cells and also during photoreceptor specification. To decide whether to undergo state transitions, cells respond to the ratio of the two protein concentrations rather than changes in the absolute abundance of either transcription factor. We show that a simple model based on the statistical physics of protein-DNA binding illustrates how this ratiometric sensing of transcription factor concentrations could occur. Gene dosage experiments reveal that progenitor cells stabilize the ratio against fluctuations in the absolute concentration of either protein. We further show that signaling inputs via the Notch and Receptor Tyrosine Kinase (RTK) pathways set the ratio in progenitor cells, priming them for either transit to differentiation or for continued multipotency. A sustained change in the ratio accompanies the transit to differentiation This novel mechanism allows for distributed control of developmental transitions by multiple transcription factors, making the system robust to fluctuating genetic or environmental conditions.
INTRODUCTION
Organismal development proceeds through a sequence of transitions that yield increasingly specific cellular states. Developmental programs employ a variety of strategies to coordinate transitions, ultimately ensuring that cells adopt the correct state in space and time. Elucidating these decision mechanisms is crucial to understanding the processes that guide development, as well as the diseases that arise when they fail.
How cells dynamically integrate the activities of one or more transcription factors to reliably execute state transitions is a long-standing question. Transcription factors initiate and enforce transitions by differentially regulating the expression of specific target genes between distinct cellular states (Zheng and Flavell 1997; Ducy et al. 1997; McGhee et al. 2009 ). They often coordinate with one another to broaden the spectrum of possible cell responses to developmental cues (O'Riordan and Grosschedl 1999; Evans et al. 2003) . Cells can employ positive and negative feedback on transcription factors in order to create bi-stable patterns of mutually exclusive expression and ensure that state transitions occur irreversibly (Melen et al. 2005; Kueh et al. 2013; Yao et al. 2008; Park, Ahrends, and Teruel 2012) . Cells can also regulate state transitions by differentially partitioning transcription factors between daughter cells (Wolff et al. 2018) . In all of these models, mRNA and protein expression are believed to depend upon the absolute concentrations of the transcription factors involved (Tontonoz, Hu, and Spiegelman 1994; Laslo et al. 2006; Raj et al. 2010; Niwa, Miyazaki, and Smith 2000) .
Studies of intercellular signaling suggest cells are capable of sensing relative levels of signaling molecules. For example, the TGF-β pathway elicits a cell response following changes in input signaling relative to the preceding background (Frick et al. 2017) . Fold-change, rather than absolute levels of b-catenin, dictate Wnt signal transduction in eukaryotic cells . Likewise, aggregation of the social amoeba Dyctiostellium depends on fold-change detection of extracellular cAMP concentrations (Kamino et al. 2017) . Relative measurements can also involve multiple molecular components. In the BMP pathway, cells interpret multi-ligand inputs based on the relative levels of each ligand pair, with additive, differential, and ratiometric response types arising directly from the relative competition between different ligand-receptor pairs (Antebi et al. 2017) . In yeast, pheromone response is insensitive to the absolute abundance of the G-protein-coupled receptor Ste2. Instead, cells respond to the fractional occupancy of the signal receptor by forming a ratiometric sensor between Ste2 and its regulatory inhibitor Sst2 (Bush et al. 2016) . Topological features of molecular interaction networks, such as feed-forward loops, can also sense relative changes in molecule abundance Adler and Alon 2018) . Combining such circuits with precise coordination of signaling inputs would yield a molecular decision mechanism that is robust to fluctuations in the abundance of participating molecules. Notably, while relevant transcription factors are precisely controlled during development (Doe 2017; Erclik et al. 2017) , it remains unknown whether cells sense the relative activities of different transcription factors when executing cell state transitions.
Two ETS-domain transcription factors, Pointed (Pnt) and Yan (also known as Anterior open, Aop), are essential regulators of cell fate transitions at numerous stages of Drosophila development (Gabay et al. 1996; Halfon et al. 2000; Morimoto et al. 1996; Xu et al. 2000; Flores et al. 2000) . Pnt and Yan bind to a common ETS-binding DNA sequence motif GGA(A/T) both in vitro and in vivo (Wei et al. 2010) . Pnt activates transcription of target genes, while Yan represses transcription (O'Neill et al. 1994; Xu et al. 2000; Webber, Zhang, Cote, et al. 2013; Webber, Zhang, Mitchell-Dick, et al. 2013; Halfon et al. 2000; Flores et al. 2000) . Consistent with their opposing regulatory effects, Pnt and Yan can act antagonistically in guiding cell fate transitions. In some developing tissues, such as the embryonic ventral ectoderm (Gabay et al. 1996) , cells reside in one of two stable states characterized by mutually exclusive Pnt and Yan expression (Melen et al. 2005) . However, Pnt and Yan are co-expressed during cell fate commitment in several other developmental contexts (Boisclair Lachance et al. 2014) . The larval eye provides one such example, prompting exploration of how state transitions are regulated in the absence of a mutually exclusive expression pattern.
Eye development is divided into two distinct phases, growth and differentiation. In the first phase, multipotent progenitor cells in the eye-field asynchronously proliferate from the earliest larval stage until the third instar stage of larval life (Wolff and Ready 1993) . The differentiation phase of eye development begins in the early third instar larva, when cells situated at the posterior margin of the eye disc start to differentiate into photoreceptor (R) cells, followed by progressively more anterior cells (Fig. 1A) . This wave of differentiation is initiated and coordinated by a morphogenetic furrow (MF), which traverses the eye disc from posterior to anterior for the remainder of the third instar stage up to the early pupal stage (Voas and Rebay 2004) . Progenitor cells located immediately anterior to the MF arrest in the cell cycle and express a transcription factor called Atonal. Atonal establishes the differentiation program by specifying R8-type photoreceptors in a periodic pattern immediately posterior and parallel to the MF (Zhang et al. 2006) . Each R8 cell then locally secretes a ligand of the EGF Receptor (EGFR) that induces R8's multipotent neighbors to differentiate into other photoreceptor types (Voas and Rebay 2004) (Fig. 1B) . Transitions sequentially occur approximately every two hours to form R2/R5, R3/R4, R1/R6, and R7 photoreceptors (T. Wolff and Ready 1993) . Many cells remain as multipotent progenitors even after all R cell fates have been adopted. These cells will adopt other fates at later stages of eye development.
Pnt and Yan are thought to have antagonistic effects on R cell fate determination. Pnt has been proposed to stimulate progenitor cells to transit to an R cell fate while Yan inhibits these transitions (O'Neill et al. 1994; Rebay and Rubin 1995) . However, the two proteins are extensively co-expressed in both progenitor and differentiating cells within and posterior to the MF with pulse-like protein expression dynamics (Boisclair Lachance et al. 2014; Peláez et al. 2015) . Here, we explore this apparent paradox to understand how two transcription factors with opposing transcriptional functions elicit precisely controlled cell state transitions in the developing eye. We find that cell states are regulated by the relative abundance of these two proteins, rather than by their absolute concentrations. Progenitor cells dynamically maintain an approximately constant ratio of Pnt-to-Yan protein despite their absolute concentrations varying over time. Cells that transition to R cell fates rapidly increase their Pnt-to-Yan ratio, which remains elevated over time. We show that a ratio control strategy buffers this ratio against variable abundance of either protein. We also find that the signaling inputs of the Yan-Pnt network regulate the dynamics of the transcription factor ratio.
Although Notch and Ras signals can both promote and inhibit differentiation in the developing eye (Fortini et al. 1993; Freeman 1996) , we find that Notch signaling predominantly decreases the Pnt-to-Yan ratio in progenitor cells while Ras signaling mainly increases the ratio. Notch and Ras signals thus inhibit and promote cell state transitions in the eye by dynamically tuning the ratio of the two transcription factors. We conclude that progenitor cells interpret an increase in the abundance of Pnt relative to Yan as a cue to differentiate.
RESULTS
We recently quantified Yan protein dynamics during larval and early pupal eye development (Peláez et al. 2015) . In progenitor cells, Yan displays pulsatile dynamics in which protein levels rapidly increase as the MF passes and then gradually decay back to basal levels. When progenitor cells transition to R cell states, their Yan levels decay three-fold faster than when in a progenitor state. Although Pnt expression has been qualitatively studied in the eye (Boisclair Lachance et al. 2014 ), its dynamics have not been quantified. Therefore, we took advantage of a 90.7 kb transgene containing the GFP coding sequence fused to the pnt open reading frame (Boisclair Lachance et al. 2014) . One copy of the pnt-gfp transgene rescued the embryonic lethality of pnt null transheterozygotes, and adults had wild type eyes ( Fig. S1A,B) , arguing that the transgene is fully functional. The endogenous pnt gene encodes two protein isoforms, PntP1 and PntP2, that differ in their N-terminal region but share the same DNAbinding domain (Klämbt 1993; Scholz et al. 1993) . Since GFP was fused to the C-terminus of the pnt open reading frame, the transgene labels all Pnt isoforms (Fig. 1C ).
Pnt-GFP expression was very low in cells anterior to the MF, and was strong in two parallel stripes of cells immediately posterior to the MF (Fig. 1D ). We suspected that each stripe of elevated Pnt-GFP corresponds to the induction of either PntP1 or PntP2. Eye discs expressing Pnt-GFP were co-stained for a PntP1-specific transcriptional reporter. This revealed that Pnt-GFP and PntP1 expression overlapped in the anterior-most stripe, labeled 1 ( Fig. 1E) . Similarly, expression of Pnt-GFP and a PntP2-specific transcriptional reporter primarily overlapped in the posterior-most stripe, labeled 2 ( Fig. 1F ). Distinct temporal expression of the two Pnt protein isoforms is known to exist in the developing eye (Shwartz et al. 2013 ). However, we find that most of the PntP2 expression occurs after a pulse of PntP1, thus creating a PntP1 -PntP2 pulse sequence.
The Pnt-to-Yan ratio varies between cells in different states
We used Histone-RFP fluorescence from a His2Av-mRFP transgene to label all eye cell nuclei for automated segmentation following fluorescence microscopy of fixed specimens (Peláez et al. 2015) . Cells were scored for Pnt-GFP fluorescence and for their exact 3D position within each developing eye disc. Pnt-GFP fluorescence levels were normalized to Histone-RFP, which provided some control over measurement noise and nuclear constriction that occurs at the MF (Peláez et al. 2015) . We mapped each cell's position along the anterior-posterior coordinate of the eye disc to a point in developmental time. This linear approximation is sufficiently accurate because the MF moves across the eye field with approximately constant velocity, forming one column of R8 cells every two hours (Basler and Hafen 1989; Campos-Ortega and Hofbauer 1977) . The distance between a cell and the MF is therefore proportional to the time elapsed since the MF passed. We also manually assigned a state value to each cell. Cell state classification is possible because nuclei can be unambiguously identified without cellspecific markers by their morphology, apical-basal position, and relative distance to the furrow (Ready, Hanson, and Benzer 1976; Tomlinson 1985; Tomlinson and Ready 1987; T. Wolff and Ready 1993; Peláez et al. 2015) . Combined, these data allowed us to infer a macroscopic view of cell state transition dynamics from the spatial arrangement of cells relative to each other and the MF. Although our approach cannot measure the developmental progression of an individual cell, it provides a dynamic view of thousands of cells across a developing eye. From this information, average cell behaviors can be reconstructed and modeled.
Progenitor cells anterior to the MF expressed a basal level of Pnt-GFP, but expression dramatically increased in cells immediately anterior to the MF (Fig. 1G ). This was followed by two successive pulses of Pnt-GFP expression, marked by peaks where protein expression reached maximal amplitude. The pulses match the visual stripes seen in regions 1 and 2, and the predominant expression of each Pnt isoform ( Fig. 1D-F) . Thereafter, Pnt-GFP decayed to the basal level. The two pulses of Pnt-GFP in progenitor cells coincided with the two periods of transition to R cell states (Figs. 1H,I and S1C). Transitions to R8, R2/R5, and R3/R4 states occurred during the first pulse, while transitions to R1/R6, and R7 states occurred during the second pulse. These two groups of differentiating cells predominantly expressed PntP1 or PntP2 respectively (data not shown), suggesting that specific Pnt isoforms are used to specify distinct cell fates.
Each state transition coincided with a rapid increase in Pnt-GFP ( Fig. 1H ,I). The earliest identified R cells had, on average, 25-50% higher levels of Pnt-GFP than progenitor cells at comparable times. Surprisingly, Pnt-GFP then rapidly decayed in all differentiating R cells, with all but the R7 cell type exhibiting faster decay kinetics than progenitor cells. Thus, maximal amplitude of Pnt-GFP expression in progenitor cells coincides with them undergoing state transitions.
The measured Pnt-GFP expression dynamics clearly did not support a bi-stable model in which dramatically different absolute levels of Pnt dictate cell state. Yan dynamics do not support a bi-stable model either (Peláez et al. 2015) . The levels of both proteins decay during cell state transitions, leading us to ask how cell states are resolved from the transient coexpression of two transcription factors with opposing transcriptional functions. We thus considered whether relative levels of Pnt and Yan dictate cell state transitions in the eye.
We explored this idea by simultaneously measuring Pnt-GFP and Yan in each nucleus using an anti-Yan monoclonal antibody. Previously, we had shown that Yan dynamics as measured with the antibody were almost identical to a YFP tagged version of Yan (Peláez et al. 2015) . Pnt-GFP and Yan were induced at the same time in progenitor cells (Figs. 1G,J and S1D). Yan levels reached maximum amplitude between the two pulses of Pnt-GFP. Yan then decayed back to a basal steady-state level, interrupted by a transient plateau during the second pulse of Pnt-GFP. Despite their alternating maxima, the overall induction and decay of Pnt-GFP and Yan were concurrent in progenitor cells.
The similar dynamics prompted us to measure the ratio of Pnt-to-Yan in each progenitor cell. Strikingly, the average Pnt-to-Yan ratio remained dynamically stable about a constant value over time (Fig. 1K ). However, from 0 to 15 hours, there was considerable cell heterogeneity in the ratio. Some cells had above-average ratios when they were expressing peak levels of Pnt-GFP, and many cells had below-average ratios when they were between the Pnt-GFP pulses. After the second pulse of Pnt-GFP expression, cells acquired a slight bias towards Yan. These are the progenitor cells that remain multipotent and are used to differentiate into other cell types later in development. As the two positive spikes in the ratio coincided with the two periods of cell state transition, we reasoned that dynamic changes in the ratio might control the state of cells and regulate their transit to differentiation. Therefore, we quantified the levels of Pnt-GFP and Yan in cells that had undergone R cell state transitions. We focused on R2/R5 and R1/R6 cells, since they are representative of transitions of cells derived from groups 1 and 2, respectively. As previously noted, Pnt-GFP levels were elevated in "young" R cells as soon as we could confidently identify them ( Fig.  2A,B ). In contrast, Yan levels were lower in these young R cells than in progenitor cells of comparable age (Fig. 2C,D) . This meant that the average ratio of Pnt-to-Yan was elevated 1.5to 2-fold in young R cells ( Fig. 2E,F) . The elevated ratio persisted for all times thereafter as differentiation proceeded. The same trends were evident with the other R cell types as well ( Fig.  2G and S2). The ratio elevation was more modest in young R2/R5 cells, but all increases were significant (p<0.001, KS test). The ratio distributions appeared similar among all R cell types, suggesting that different state transitions share a common requirement for sustained change in the Pnt-to-Yan ratio relative to progenitor cells ( We found considerable heterogeneity in the Pnt-to-Yan ratio among young R cells and progenitor cells at comparable times ( Fig. 2E ,F). We previously reported methods to quantify local cell heterogeneity of Yan concentration (Peláez et al. 2015) . We applied similar analysis to simultaneously quantify the heterogeneity of Pnt, Yan, and the Pnt-to-Yan ratio between cells ( Fig. S3 ). A large increase in heterogeneity of the ratio coincided with the time periods in which state transitions occurred.
We compared the distribution of Pnt-to-Yan ratios in young R cells versus concurrent progenitor cells, and observed a striking overlap in the distributions (Fig. 2H,I) . This observation suggested that R cells were possibly being recruited from a subpopulation of progenitors with relatively high ratios. If so, it implies that some cells we morphologically classified as progenitors were actually transitioning to R cell fates, as reflected by an elevated Pnt-to-Yan ratio. However, more progenitor cells have an elevated ratio than the number of differentiating cells. Possibly, ratio elevation is transient in some progenitors, and a sustained elevation accompanies commitment to a differentiated state.
Cooperative DNA-binding sensitizes transcriptional output to changes in Pnt-to-Yan ratio
How could cells reprogram transcription in response to a change in the Pnt-to-Yan ratio across a wide range of absolute protein concentrations? Since both transcription factors have overlapping sequence specificity for DNA binding (Wei et al. 2010; Webber, Zhang, Cote, et al. 2013; Webber, Zhang, Mitchell-Dick, et al. 2013; Nitta et al. 2015; Xu et al. 2000; Halfon et al. 2000; Flores et al. 2000) , the underlying mechanism may be a natural consequence of competition for binding sites in target genes. A simple model in which the two transcription factors compete for occupancy of common binding sites shows that if the sites are saturated, then equilibrium occupancy by either factor is more sensitive to the relative concentration of the two factors than to the absolute concentration of both species (Fig. S4A,B ).
However, the situation is more complex for Pnt and Yan. While there are several welldocumented target genes that contain common binding sites for Pnt and Yan (Halfon et al. 2000; Xu et al. 2000; Flores et al. 2000; Boisclair Lachance et al. 2018) , Yan binds these promoters with higher affinity than Pnt (Xu et al. 2000) . Moreover, recent experiments suggest a scenario in which Yan and Pnt differentially interpret the structural syntax of cis-regulatory modules (Boisclair Lachance et al. 2018 ). This complex phenomenon is a consequence of cooperative recruitment between adjacent chromatin-bound Yan molecules. Yan monomers are able to polymerize via their sterile alpha motif (SAM) binding domains, enabling tightly-bound Yan monomers at strong ETS sites to stabilize the recruitment of additional Yan monomers to adjacent, weaker ETS sites or non-ETS sites (Qiao et al. 2004; Boisclair Lachance et al. 2018 ). These cooperative effects could conceivably bias the competition between Yan and Pnt, which led us to consider a more complex model.
A modeling framework was recently introduced in order to probe the effects of cisregulatory syntax on Yan binding site occupancy (Hope, Rebay, and Reinitz 2017) . The model considers an ensemble of microstates, each defined by a unique configuration of vacant or Yanbound sites. Each microstate is assigned a thermodynamic potential based on the cumulative influence of strong ETS-binding, weak non-ETS binding, and polymerization. We augmented this model by incorporating Pnt as a second transcription factor that competes for occupancy of the same binding sites ( Fig. S5A,B ). Using this model, we sought to characterize the sensitivity of Pnt binding site occupancy to changes in the Pnt-to-Yan ratio without neglecting cooperativity derived from cis-regulatory syntax.
We first considered a scenario in which neither Yan nor Pnt exhibit cooperativity (Fig.  3A ). In the absence of stabilizing SAM-SAM interactions, the landscape of overall binding site occupancy is identical to that obtained with the simple binding model described above (Figs. 3B and S4B) . Increasing the Pnt-to-Yan ratio revealed a gradual increase in Pnt occupancy for all individual binding sites ( Fig. 3C ). This titration contour closely resembles a Langmuir isotherm or Michaelis-Menten saturation curve.
We then introduced a stabilizing SAM-interaction for Yan (Fig. 3D ). The resultant landscape of overall Pnt binding site occupancy is clearly distinguished from the simple binding model by a sharpening of the transition from Yan to Pnt dominance in occupancy ( Fig. 3E ). Weighting the energetic contributions of binding strength and polymerization by the statistical frequency of each microstate revealed that the transition is driven by an abrupt change in the dominant binding mechanism. Polymerization effects dominate binding site occupancy when the Pnt-to-Yan ratio is low, while binding strength dominates when the ratio is high (Fig. S5C ).
Increasing the Pnt-to-Yan ratio revealed nonlinear transitions from low to high Pnt occupancy for each individual binding site (Fig. 3F ). These transitions resemble Hill functional forms, indicating the emergence of sharp thresholds that delimit distinct regimes of transcriptional output. At low Pnt-to-Yan ratios, Yan is able to polymerize and occupies all binding sites. At some critical Pnt-to-Yan ratio, Pnt-bound sites intersperse Yan-bound sites such that Yan is no longer able to polymerize. Pnt then outcompetes Yan as the ratio increases further. These results recapitulate the long-standing notion that cooperative DNA-binding sensitizes transcriptional output to changes in transcription factor activity.
Assuming binding sites are saturated, their relative occupancy by Pnt and Yan is agnostic to changes in the absolute abundance of either factor, as long as the Pnt-to-Yan ratio remains constant. This mechanism, coupled with cooperativity, would enable modest changes in the Pnt-to-Yan ratio to elicit large changes in DNA binding site occupancy by either factor, and presumably large changes in mRNA synthesis given the opposing transcriptional effects of Yan and Pnt.
Regulation stabilizes the Pnt-to-Yan ratio against varying Pnt and Yan concentrations
Equilibrium modeling thus suggests cell state transitions may proceed normally amidst individual or cell-to-cell fluctuations in the absolute concentrations of Pnt and Yan. Gene dosage experiments provide a means to manipulate absolute concentrations, as protein output in Drosophila is proportional to the number of copies of any given gene (Lucchesi and Rawls 1973) . The eyes of adults expressing up to six copies of the yan gene are morphologically indistinguishable from those carrying a single copy (Peláez et al. 2015) . We observed a similar lack of sensitivity when varying the dosage of the pnt gene from one to four copies ( Fig. S1A,B ). The absence of distinct phenotypes in these experiments led us to ask whether the ratio of Pnt-GFP to Yan protein is sensitive to the abundance of Pnt-GFP protein.
We quantified Pnt-GFP levels in eye cells containing either one or two copies of the pnt-GFP transgene in a pnt mutant background. As expected, Pnt-GFP protein concentration varied proportionally to pnt-GFP gene copy number (Fig. 4A,B ). Interestingly, average Yan protein concentration also scaled with pnt-GFP gene copy number (Fig. 4C,D) . The resulting Pnt-to-Yan protein ratio was unchanged in cells bearing one or two copies of the pnt-GFP gene (Fig. 4E) . Therefore, the network regulating Yan protein output compensates for variation in the abundance of Pnt to maintain a constant Pnt-to-Yan ratio.
The dependence of Yan protein output on pnt-GFP gene copy number parallels our previous finding that pnt mutant cells had lower Yan protein concentrations (Peláez et al. 2015) . Effective control of the Pnt-to-Yan ratio would require a similar dependence of Pnt protein output on the concentration of Yan. We assessed this prediction by quantifying Pnt-GFP protein in cells with different copy numbers of the yan gene. Due to the embryonic lethality of yan-null mutations, we conducted this experiment by inducing yan-null clones in the developing eye, and using an Ubi-mRFPnls marker to identify genotypes of cells in the clones. Cells with different yan gene dosages exhibited different Pnt-GFP protein concentration (Figs. 4F, G and S6A, B) . Notably, Pnt-GFP levels were correlated with yan gene dosage in progenitor cells immediately posterior to the MF. We quantified this effect by measuring Pnt-GFP protein concentration in cells with or without a copy of the wildtype yan gene (Figs. 4H and SI-2D). Pnt-GFP expression was higher in cells with one or more copies of yan than in cells with zero copies (Mann-Whitney U test, p<0.001), suggesting that Pnt protein output is dependent on the abundance of Yan protein. Overall, these data suggest cells compensate for fluctuations in Pnt or Yan protein abundance by adjusting the level of the opposing protein. While Yan expression was not quantified in this experiment due to technical limitations, mutual compensation could account for the constant Pnt-to-Yan ratio in progenitor cells, despite large changes in Pnt and Yan concentration over time.
Notch signaling lowers the Pnt-to-Yan ratio in progenitor cells
Progenitor cells are dynamically stable about a constant Pnt-to-Yan ratio, but this fixed ratio changes as cells transition to an R cell state. We next asked how the ratio is set in individual cells targeted for differentiation. Notch and Receptor Tyrosine Kinase (RTK) signaling are known inputs of the Yan-Pnt network that provide a conceivable explanation . Notch signaling is required to maintain progenitor cells in a multipotent state (Fortini et al. 1993) , but is also necessary for proper patterning of the first group of R cells (Lubensky et al. 2011; Gavish et al. 2016) . RTK signaling is required to both regulate the amplitude of the pulse of Yan expression in progenitor cells and to trigger their transit to an R cell state (Freeman 1996; Peláez et al. 2015) .
We used a temperature-sensitive Notch mutant to measure the impact of Notchmediated signaling on Pnt-GFP and Yan (Cagan and Ready 1989) . We divided the eye field into two regions for analysis purposes (Fig. S7A ). The first region starts anterior to the MF and ends in the region of R8 cell specification. The second region extends ~10 columns of R8 cells posterior to the first region.
At the non-permissive temperature, progenitor cells had greatly reduced Yan levels (Fig.  S7A,B) , consistent with previous reports of Yan expression's dependence on Notch signaling in the developing eye disc (Rohrbaugh et al. 2002) . Pnt-GFP levels were reduced in region 1, but appeared close to normal at later times. Attempts to study ratio dynamics in mutant eye discs were very challenging. Notch is essential for proper patterning of R8 cells, the mutant eye discs had distorted spacing of R8 cells at the non-permissive temperature (Fig. S7C ). Since our conversion of cell spatial position to developmental time relies upon regular intervals between adjacent columns of R8 cells, we were unable to conduct a quantitative analysis. Instead, we visualized the effects of Notch by mapping the pixel-wise difference between Pnt-GFP and Yan to a diverging color scale (Fig. 5A,B ). This qualitative analysis was limited to optical sections specifically spanning the progenitor cells. Direct visualization of the ratio yielded a very similar view of differential Pnt-GFP/Yan expression, but pixel-wise fluctuations in regions of mutually low expression appeared as strong signals that detracted from the features of interest.
At the non-permissive temperature, the Notch mutant showed a consistently higher Pntto-Yan ratio in progenitor cells in region 2 (Fig. 5A ). This observation suggests that Notch signaling maintains a low Pnt-to-Yan ratio in these undifferentiated cells. Notch also maintains multipotency in some cells in region 2 (Fortini et al. 1993) , providing further evidence that cell state transitions are related to the Pnt-to-Yan ratio.
The Notch mutant revealed more complex behavior in region 1. In this region Notch is required for patterning of the R8 lattice (Lubensky et al. 2011) . At the permissive temperature, there was a periodic pattern in the Pnt-to-Yan ratio of progenitor cells (Fig. 5B ). Clusters of cells with higher ratio alternated with clusters with lower ratio. We quantified the periodicity of this pattern by evaluating the similarity of ratios between cells as a function of their separation distance ( Fig. 5C ). We detected periodic spatial patterns with a constant period of oscillation that was approximately equivalent to the length scale separating adjacent R8 cells ( Fig. 5D ,E). Since young R8 cells have elevated Pnt-to-Yan ratios, we infer that periodic clusters of highratio progenitor cells give rise to the R8, R2/R5, and R3/R4 cells. At the non-permissive temperature, the Pnt-GFP/Yan pattern was strongly impaired (Fig. 5B ). The ratio was more uniform along the dorso-ventral axis, and while there were modestly detectable oscillations in the ratio, their period was not stable (Fig. 5F,G) .
These results are consistent with the consensus understanding that Notch signaling serves dual roles in R8 fate determination. Initially, Notch pushes clusters of progenitor cells towards an R8 cell state. Later, Notch restricts differentiation to ensure only one cell per cluster adopts an R8 state (Baker and Yu 1997; Li and Baker 2001; Lubensky et al. 2011 ). If Notch signaling is inhibited, very few high Pnt-to-Yan ratio clusters and R8 cells are formed because the first step is blocked (Baker and Yu 1997) . If cell state transitions are coupled to the Pnt-to-Yan ratio, then the Notch mutant would not be expected to have high-ratio clusters in region 1. This is precisely what we observed.
Ras signaling elevates the Pnt-to-Yan ratio in progenitor cells
RTK signals received by progenitor cells trigger their transition to R cell states (Freeman 1996) . We quantitatively probed the effect of RTK signaling on Pnt-GFP dynamics and the Pntto-Yan ratio by using a temperature-sensitive EGFR ts allele that restricts RTK signaling (Kumar et al. 1998) . At high temperatures, the mutant blocks RTK signal transduction, which triggers cell death and allows only R8 neuron patterning. However, animals raised at intermediate temperatures achieve normal recruitment of R8, R2/R5, and R3/R4 neurons, but fail to recruit most R1/R6 and R7 cells (Peláez et al. 2015) .
At intermediate temperatures, the entire second pulse of Pnt-GFP expression disappeared upon restriction of EGFR activity (Fig. S8A) . Because the second pulse can be predominantly ascribed to PntP2 expression ( Fig. 1F) , this result conflicts with a report that PntP2 expression is not dependent upon RTK signaling (Shwartz et al. 2013) . Yan levels were also reduced, resulting in Pnt-to-Yan ratios that were indistinguishable from wildtype during the second wave of state transitions (Fig. S8B,C) . This suggests that RTK signals are not required to maintain the Pnt-to-Yan ratio in progenitor cells.
We next asked whether RTK signaling is sufficient to induce an increase in the Pnt-to-Yan ratio of progenitor cells. A constitutively-active mutant form of Ras transduces the signal in the absence of RTK activity (Fortini, Simon, and Rubin 1992; Simon et al. 1991) . We previously reported a modest increase in the duration of Yan-YFP expression in Ras mutant progenitor cells (Peláez et al. 2015) , but this difference was not detected using the Yan antibody (Fig. 6A) . However, the Ras mutant dramatically increased the amplitude and duration of the second pulse of Pnt-GFP expression in progenitor cells (Fig. 6B ). This yielded an increased Pnt-to-Yan ratio in progenitors during the second wave of state transitions (Fig. 6C) , and the differentiation of supernumerary R cells. Supernumerary cells included extra R7 cells, as well as additional R cells whose identity was not discerned due to their aberrant positioning.
We focused our analysis on the Pnt-to-Yan ratio in mutant progenitor cells concurrent with the ectopic induction of R cells. Their ratios were higher than those of wildtype progenitor cells at comparable times (Fig. 6D,E) . Nearly all young supernumerary R cells had ratios that were within the range of mutant progenitor cells, and were above the range observed in wildtype cells. These observations suggest that an abnormally high Pnt-to-Yan ratio in progenitor cells accompanies ectopic R cell state transitions.
DISCUSSION
Successful cell state transitions usually require changes in mRNA and protein expression, which are often dictated by transcription factors. It is widely believed that expression depends on the absolute concentration of these factors (Spitz and Furlong 2012) . We have identified a scenario in which cells respond to the ratio in abundance of two transcription factors rather than to the absolute concentration of either protein. This novel mechanism is made possible by several characteristics of the system. First, target genes of these factors are induced when cells transit to differentiated states, and expression of these targets is necessary for differentiation (Xu et al. 2000; Nagaraj, Canon, and Banerjee 2002) . Second, both factors bind to the same DNA sites in their target genes. Third, they exert opposing effects on transcription.
A theoretical analysis reveals that, under these conditions, relative site occupancy by either factor determines whether or not a target gene is transcribed. When binding sites are saturated, the probability a site is occupied by one of the factors is controlled by the ratio of factor concentrations and not by the absolute concentration of the factors. This mechanism allows the transcription factors to have pulsatile expression dynamics and still consistently regulate transcription. Regulation of genes through pulsatile dynamics of competing transcription factors with opposing effects has been reported in yeast (Lin et al. 2015) . Unlike in yeast, in the developing eye this competition relies on the ratio of the two factors to differentially regulate genes. Perhaps the pulsatile dynamics of Pnt and Yan allow R cell state transitions to be restricted to a specific period of developmental time.
The proposed ratiometric sensing mechanism is well suited when either or both transcription factors bind their target sites in a manner stabilized by cooperative interactions. Like its human ortholog TEL1 (Kim et al. 2001 ), DNA-bound Yan monomers enhance recruitment of Yan to adjacent binding sites through stabilizing SAM-SAM polymerization (Zhang et al. 2010) . We show theoretically that such cooperativity could generate threshold-like behavior and cause ultrasensitive switching in site occupancy between Yan and Pnt. In this model, the switching is agnostic to the absolute abundance of either transcription factor as long as their relative ratio can be precisely controlled. This mechanism would enable state transitions to proceed despite variation in protein concentrations driven by fluctuations in metabolism, cell volume, expression noise, environmental conditions, genetic polymorphisms, or gene copy number.
The average Pnt-to-Yan ratio is dynamically stable about an approximately constant value within each cellular state, and only exhibits transient fluctuations when cells switch states. These dynamics reflect the capacity of the system to coordinate the relative expression of the two transcription factors. We have found that the abundance of each transcription factor depends upon the expression of the other factor. Dependencies of this type are often depicted as positive or negative regulation in cartoons of qualitative regulatory interactions (Fig. 7A ). We believe that as biology becomes increasingly quantitative it will be more fruitful to emphasize an empirical description of system dynamics based on control theory (Fig. 7B) .
From a control perspective, a system of cellular components monitors the relative abundance of Pnt and Yan and takes corrective action when the ratio deviates from a specified reference value. The particular components responsible for implementing control may remain unspecified. This perspective eschews molecular events in favor of minimizing complexity, but preserves the salient features of a detailed molecular mechanism and can enable quantitative predictions.
Fluctuations in the absolute abundance of one factor are mitigated by compensatory adjustment of the other. Notch or RTK activity could modulate Pnt or Yan protein levels to transiently perturb the Pnt-to-Yan ratio (Fig. 7B, dashed black arrow) . These signals could permanently set the ratio by adjusting the reference value (Fig. 7B, dashed red arrow) . We advocate this control theoretic perspective because it more accurately conveys the fundamental strategy underlying system behavior. Furthermore, accurate model predictions would only require the evaluation of a small number of parameters that characterize Pnt-to-Yan ratio dynamics, obviating the need for experimental measurement of reaction rates during R cell specification in Drosophila.
We have shown that dynamic changes in the Pnt-to-Yan ratio are coupled to cell state. Our favored interpretation is that the ratio determines which state a cell is in. Direct testing of this hypothesis remains difficult because the observed ratio control strategy precludes genelevel manipulation of the ratio. Instead, we acknowledge that our observations are correlative. We cannot discard the possibility that Notch and RTK signaling regulate state transitions in a manner that is not only mediated by the Pnt-to-Yan ratio but by other mechanisms as well. We emphasize, however, that ratio control enforces stability when cells are in one state, which implicates the ratio as an active cell state determinant. Moreover, qualitatively different approaches to experimentally manipulate the ratio affected cell state transitions in a consistent manner. Both Notch inhibition and Ras activation increase the ratio and cause abnormal R cell state transitions (Yang and Baker 2006; Fortini, Simon, and Rubin 1992) . Single-cell dynamical measurements of Yan and specific Pnt isoforms during isoform-specific perturbations may ultimately prove necessary to definitively determine whether ratios directly mediate transitions. The regulatory mechanism described here provides insight into how the relative dynamics of competing transcription factors can be used to pattern complex epithelia, and may also aid design of synthetic regulatory systems based on ratiometric sensing.
METHODS

Genetics:
The recombineered Pnt-GFP BAC transgene inserted into the VK00037 landing site was previously described in Boisclair- Lachance et al. (2014) . Alleles pnt Δ88 (O'Neill et al. 1994 ) and pnt 2 (Bloomington Stock 2222) were used to render the endogenous pnt gene null in the presence of Pnt-GFP. A single copy of Pnt-GFP rescued pnt Δ88 /pnt 2 to full viability and fertility. Cell nuclei of developing eye-antennal discs were marked by recombining H2Av-mRFP (Bloomington stock 23651) with pnt 2 . Experiments measuring wild type dynamics of Pnt-GFP were done by dissecting eye discs from white prepupae carrying w 1118 ; Pnt-GFP/Pnt-GFP ; pnt Δ88 /pnt 2 , H2Av-mRFP. Pnt isoform-specific expression was detected using enhancer traps HS20 (gift from B. Shilo) and pnt 1277 (Bloomington stock 837), which report PntP1 and PntP2 transcription respectively by expressing LacZ (Shwartz et al. 2013) . Pnt-GFP and pnt isoformspecific expression were compared in white prepupae carrying w 1118 ; Pnt-GFP/Pnt-GFP ; HS20/+ and w 1118 ; Pnt-GFP/Pnt-GFP ; pnt 1277 /pnt 1277 . Pnt gene dosage experiments were done using w 1118 ; Pnt-GFP/+ ; pnt Δ88 /pnt 2 (1x pnt) and w 1118 ; Pnt-GFP/Pnt-GFP; pntΔ88/pnt 2 (2x pnt). Notch activity was conditionally reduced using the N ts1 temperature sensitive allele (Shellenbarger and Mohler 1975) . N ts1 /N ts1 ; Pnt-GFP/+ animals were raised at the permissive temperature (18°C) and shifted to the restrictive temperature (28.5°C) as third instar larvae for 24h. Animals exposed to the restrictive temperature that were transferred back to the permissive temperature had roughened eye phenotypes and a notched wing phenotype as adults, consistent with effective inhibition of Notch activity. Control larvae of the same genotype were grown at the permissive temperature until dissection. Both control and heat-treated larvae were sexed and only N hemizygote males carrying N ts1 /Y ; Pnt-GFP/+ were dissected as white prepupae. EGFR activity was conditionally reduced by placing the null allele egfr f24 -also known as egfr CO (Clifford and Schupbach 1989) in trans to the thermo-sensitive allele egfr tsla (Kumar et al. 1998) , as previously described (Peláez et al. 2015) . The genotype was w 1118 ; egfr tsla , Pnt-GFP/egfr 24 , Pnt-GFP. Ras activation was achieved using a transgene expressing a Ras1 V12 mutant and driven by a 3xsev enhancer and promoter (Fortini, Simon, and Rubin 1992) as previously described (Peláez et al. 2015) . Pnt-GFP in the Ras mutant background was measured using w 1118 ; Pnt-GFP, Sev>Ras v12 /Pnt-GFP ; pnt 2 , H2Av-mRFP/+. Controls animals carried w 1118 ; Pnt-GFP/Pnt-GFP ; pnt 2 , H2Av-mRFP/ +. Yan mutant eye clones were generated using the yan 833 null allele (Webber, Zhang, Mitchell-Dick, et al. 2013) , ey>FLP and the FRT40 crossover point. Pnt + tissue was labeled using the clonal marker Ubi>mRFPnls (Bloomington Stock 34500). Developing eyes were dissected from white prepupae carrying w, ey>FLP ; Pnt-GFP, yan 833 , FRT40A/ Pnt-GFP, Ubi>mRFPnls , FRT40A. Control discs to measure the GFP-mRFP fluorophore bleed-through were obtained from flies carrying w, ey>FLP ; Ubi>mRFPnls , FRT40A or w, ey>FLP ; Ubi>mRFPnls , FRT40A/CyO. 
Immunohistochemistry
Unless otherwise noted, Pnt-GFP and Yan were measured in developing animals raised at 21°C, selected as white prepupae, and subsequently aged in humid chambers for 5-10 h. Eye-antennal discs were dissected in PBS, and fixed in 4% (w/v) paraformaldehyde/PBS for ~45 min. Endogenous Yan protein was detected with the mouse monoclonal anti-Yan antibody 8B12 (Developmental Studies Hybridoma Bank, 1:200 dilution) and the secondary goat antimouse Pacific Blue antibody (Life Technologies, 1:200 dilution). Expression from the HS20 and pnt 1277 enhancer traps was detected using mouse anti-β-galactosidase 40-1a (Developmental Studies Hybridoma Bank, 1:50 dilution). H2Av-mRFP as a nuclear marker was used as previously described in Peláez et al. (2015) . Discs were incubated in 1:1 (v/v) PBS:VectaShield (Vector Laboratories) for 45 min, then in 100% VectaShield for an additional 45 min before mounting.
For experiments using either yan mutant clones, N ts , and EGFR ts alleles, nuclei were stained with 4′,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI) as a nuclear marker. Samples were fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde, rinsed with PBS-Tween 0.5%, and permeabilized with PBS-Triton X-100 0.1% for 20 minutes at room temperature. Permeabilization was important to allow DAPI penetration without perturbing the fluorescence of the Pnt-GFP protein. After permeabilization, eye discs were incubated in a blocking solution containing PBS-Tween 0.1% and 1% normal goat serum for 30 minutes at room temperature. Primary and secondary antibodies were incubated each for 2 hours at room temperature. Antibodies used with DAPI were: mouse anti-Yan 8B12 (DHSB, 1/500) and goat anti-mouse Cy3 (1/2000, Jackson Immunoresearch). Discs were mounted in 0.5% n-propyl-gallate, 0.1M Tris pH 8.0 and 90% glycerol.
Samples were kept in the dark at -20°C and imaged no later than 18-24 hr after fixation. In all cases, 1024 x 1024 16-bit images were captured using either a Zeiss LSM880 or a Leica SP5 confocal microscope equipped with 40X oil objectives. During imaging, discs were oriented with the equator parallel to the x-axis of the image. Optical slices were set at 0.8µm slices (45-60 optical slices) with an additional digital zoom of 1.2-1.4 to completely image eye discs from basal to apical surfaces. Images recorded a region of at least 6 rows of ommatidia on each side or the dorsal-ventral eye disc equator. All discs for a given condition were fixed, mounted, and imaged in parallel to reduce measurement error.
Quantification of expression levels
Expression dynamics were inferred from confocal image stacks using an updated version of an existing segmentation and annotation pipeline (Peláez et al. 2015) . The new pipeline includes FlyEye Silhouette; an open-source package for macOS that integrates our image segmentation algorithm with a GUI for cell type annotation. Subsequent analysis and visualization procedures were implemented in Python.
In all cases, cell segmentation was performed using either H2Av-mRFP (Figs. 1,2 , S1, S2, S3, and 6) or DAPI (Figs. 4-5, S8, SI1 , SI-2) signals as a reference channel for identification of cell nuclei boundaries. Each layer of the reference channel was segmented independently. A single contour containing each unique cell was manually selected and assigned a cell type using a custom graphic user interface. DAPI-stained discs were segmented using a separate script based on the watershed algorithm in order to mitigate the effect of bright spots caused by DAPI accumulation in nucleoli. Further care was taken to avoid annotating contours containing such nucleoli. For each annotated cell contour, expression measurements were obtained by normalizing the mean fluorescence of the Pnt-GFP and Yan antibody channels by the mean fluorescence of the reference channel. This normalization serves to mitigate variability due to potentially uneven sample illumination, segment area, and in the case of His-RFP, differences in protein expression capacity between cells.
Conversion of distance to time
Cell positions along the anterior-posterior axis were mapped to developmental time as described previously (Peláez et al. 2015) . This is predicated on two assumptions: the furrow proceeds at a constant rate of one column of R8 neurons per two hours, and minimal cell migration occurs. We find no reason to discard these assumptions except in discs where R8 lattice formation has been perturbed ( Fig. 5 and S7 ).
For each disc, Delaunay triangulations were used to estimate the median distance between adjacent columns of R8 neurons (Fortune 1992) . We used the median rather than the mean distance, as was used in our previous study, because it minimized the influence of nonadjacent R8s that were falsely identified by the triangulation. Dividing the furrow velocity of 2 h per column by this median distance yields a single conversion factor from position along the anterior-posterior axis to developmental time. This factor was applied to all cell measurements within the corresponding disc, yielding expression time series. Notably, these are not single cell dynamics, but rather aggregate dynamics across the development time course of a cell population.
Computation of moving averages and confidence intervals
Moving averages were computed by first-order Savitzky-Golay filtration (Savitzky and Golay 1964) . This method augments the simple windowing approach used in our previous study by enabling visualization of expression trends at early time-points that are otherwise obscured by large window sizes. A secondary first-order filtration with one-fifth the original window size was applied to smooth lines for visualization purposes.
None of our conclusions are sensitive to our choice of filtration or smoothing method (Peláez et al. 2015) . Primary window sizes of 250 and 75 cells were used for reporting the expression of multipotent and differentiated cells, unless noted otherwise. Confidence intervals for the moving average were inferred from the 2.5th and 97.5th percentile of 1000 point estimates of the mean within each window. Point estimates were generated by bootstrap resampling with replacement of the expression levels within each window.
Alignment of expression data
Cells were aligned with a reference population by shifting them in time. The magnitude of this shift was determined by maximizing the cross-correlation of progenitor Pnt-GFP expression Y(t) with the corresponding reference time series X(t). Rather than raw measurements, moving averages within a window of ten cells were used to improve robustness against noise. This operation amounts to:
where, μ and σ are the mean and standard deviation of each time series, and dt is the time shift by which the population should be shifted.
For each experimental treatment, a disc was randomly chosen and shifted in time such that time zero corresponds to the first annotated R8 neuron. This disc then served as the reference population for the alignment of all subsequent biological replicates within the treatment. Similarly, different experimental treatments (e.g. control and perturbation) were aligned by first aligning the discs within each treatment, then aggregating all cells within each treatment and repeating the procedure with the first treatment serving as the reference. This approach differs from the previous implementation of our pipeline in which discs were manually aligned by the inflection point of their Yan-YFP expression profiles. This was the case for biological replicates used to construct composite time series, as well as comparisons between experimental conditions. However, manual alignment entails arbitrary prioritization of certain dynamic features over others. Our revised protocol yields consistent, reproducible alignment of expression time series that equally weighs the entire time course.
The automated approach is more principled but less robust than the manual approach. Specifically, it fails when dynamic forms qualitatively differ between experimental treatments. In these instances, we revert to manual alignment via the inflection point of Pnt-GFP induction. yields an analytically tractable system of nonlinear equations (Wang 1995) . For each pair of absolute protein abundances (Y0, P0) in Figure S4B , the Pnt binding site occupancy is simply SP/S0.
Simple competitive binding model
Competitive binding model with cooperativity
The model presented in Figure 3 expands upon the work of Hope, Rebay, and Reinitz (2017) . The model is based on a single cis-regulatory element consisting of n adjacent binding sites, each of which may be designated as ETS or non-ETS. Each binding site may only exist in one of three binding states; bound by a single copy of Yan, bound by a single copy of Pnt, or unbound. Thermodynamic potentials were assigned to each binding state using two parameters for each transcription factor. The parameter αX defines the free energy of transcription factor X binding to an ETS site, while βX defines the free energy of binding to a non-ETS site (Fig. S5A) . A unique configuration of binding states for all n binding sites constitutes a single microstate, k. The thermodynamic potential of each microstate was taken to be the sum of thermodynamic potentials for each of its constituent binding sites. For each microstate, the stabilizing effect of polymerization was incorporated via a third parameter, γX, that defines the free energy of SAM-SAM binding between a pair of similar transcription factors bound to adjacent sites. The net result is a total thermodynamic potential, ΔGk, for each microstate. An example enumeration of all possible microstates for an element consisting of one ETS site preceding two non-ETS sites is provided in Figure S5B . The statistical frequencies of each microstate were evaluated by constructing a canonical ensemble: in which pk is the statistical frequency of microstate k, [P] is the Pnt concentration, [Y] is the Yan concentration, aP(k) and aY(k) are functions representing the number of bound molecules of P and Y within microstate k, T is a fixed temperature set to 300 K, and R is the gas constant. Fractional occupancies for each binding site correspond to the cumulative statistical frequency of all microstates in which the site is occupied by a given transcription factor. Overall fractional occupancies are similarly evaluated across all sites within the element.
We consider regulatory elements comprised of 12 binding sites in which only the first site carries the ETS designation. We retain the same parameterization of Yan binding proposed by Hope, Rebay, and Reinitz (2017) : αY=-9.955 kcal mol -1 , βY=-5.837 kcal mol -1 , and γY=-7.043 kcal mol -1 . We parameterized Pnt binding thermodynamics to provide balanced competition between Pnt and Yan in the absence of any SAM-mediated polymerization of Pnt. That is, we set Pnt binding affinities such that the transition from Pnt to Yan occupancy occurs when Pnt and Yan concentrations are approximately equal. While a parameterization using experimentally measured data would improve predictive accuracy, our aim here is primarily to obtain insight. The model used to generate Fig. 3D -F assumes that Pnt binds individual sites with elevated affinities αP = 0.96(αY + γY) and βP = 0.96(βY + γY). The model used to generate Fig. 3A -C uses these same elevated binding affinities for Yan, while setting γY=0 kcal mol -1 . Qualitatively, our results are not sensitive to this parameterization.
Analysis of yan clones
We used ey>FLP and FRT40A to generate yan 833 null clones within 23 eye discs carrying the Pnt-GFP transgene (see Genetics section). The chromosome carrying the wildtype yan allele was marked with a Ubi-mRFPnls transgene, enabling automated detection of subpopulations with distinct yan gene dosages, each characterized by a distinct level of mRFP fluorescence ( Fig Sl-1A,B , Sl-2A). Discs were dissected, fixed, and co-stained with DAPI prior to confocal imaging. Images of 36 unique vertical cross-sections spanning non-overlapping cells were collected in total. Images were segmented using previously published open-source code (van der Walt et al. 2014) . For each image, a foreground mask was constructed by Otsu thresholding the DAPI fluorescence channel following a series of smoothing and contrast-limited adaptive histogram equalization operations. Cell nuclei were identified by watershed segmentation of these foreground masks following a Euclidean distance-transform, with local maxima serving as seeds. Segments containing less than 250 pixels were removed. For each segment, Ubi-mRFPnls and Pnt-GFP fluorescence was quantified by normalizing the average intensity of all pixels within the respective fluorescence channel by the average DAPI fluorescence. A custom-made graphical user interface was used to manually draw boundaries around regions immediately posterior to the MF in each eye disc.
There was fluorescence bleed-through between the GFP and RFP channels ( Fig. SI-2A ). To correct for this, control clones were generated in six wildtype yan eye discs coexpressing Pnt-GFP and Ubi-mRFPnls. After imaging and annotation, we implemented a procedure to systematically correct for bleed-through within each image ( Fig. SI-2B ). Our bleed-through correction strategy is predicated on the assumption that the fluorescence intensity Fi,j for each channel i at each pixel j is given by the sum of a background intensity Bi,j and some function of the expression level Ei,j that we wish to compare between cells (McMullen, Morimoto, and Amaral 2010) :
Our bleed-through controls suggest that the background intensity for the Pnt-GFP channel BGFP,j depends upon the fluorescence intensity of the Ubi-mRFPnls channel FRFP,j. We assume this dependence is linear within a single image:
By using the background pixels to estimate the parameters α and β we may compare relative expression levels between nuclei by subtracting the background trend:
where á…ñ denotes the average across all pixels j comprising an individual cell measurement.
Foreground masks of each image were morphologically dilated until no features remained visible in the background (Fig. SI-2B ). Background pixels were extracted and resampled such that the distribution of pixel RFP intensities was approximately uniform. Resampling was necessary due to the overwhelming abundance of zero-intensity pixels in the background. We then estimated the parameters α and β for each image by fitting a generalized linear model to the red and green fluorescence intensities of the resampled pixels. These models were formulated using identity link functions under the assumption that residuals were gamma distributed. Model fits were then used to correct the measured Pnt-GFP intensities within each cell. Corrected Pnt-GFP intensities were further normalized by DAPI to mitigate variation in gene expression capacity across cells.
Bleed-through correction successfully eliminated any detectable difference in Pnt-GFP expression between Ubi-mRFPnls genotypes in the wildtype yan control discs ( Fig. SI-2C ). The same procedure was applied to all measurements of yan null clones ( Figure SI-2D ).
Mitotic recombination between the mutant and wildtype yan chromosomes yields cell subpopulations exhibiting low, medium, and high levels of Ubi-mRFPnls. These correspond to cells with 0,1, and 2 copies of the wildtype yan allele, respectively. Segmented nuclei were assigned to one of three groups using a k-means classifier (Fig. SI-1A) . In some images, cells naturally clustered about three modes of Ubi-mRFPnls fluorescence, and three seeds provided adequate separation of the clusters. Where necessary, additional seeds were manually added and the resultant clusters were merged in order to align the classification with visual inspection of the distribution of Ubi-mRFPnls levels. The procedure was validated through comparison with manual annotation of ~2500 cells measured in four eye discs. The overall misclassification rate was ~5%, but errors were concentrated between the medium and high Ubi-mRFPnls types. We are consequently hesitant to compare Pnt-GFP levels between cells with one and two copies of the wildtype yan allele.
Cells residing on the border of each clone were excluded from all comparisons to mitigate edge effects ( Fig. SI-1B) . Border cells were defined as those connected to a different genotype by an edge within a Delaunay triangulation of all cell positions in a particular image. Comparisons were further limited to cells taken from regions immediately posterior to the MF in which the compared clonal genotypes overlap in developmental time. This restriction served to buffer against differences in developmental context and focus attention on the region of elevated Pnt-GFP expression. The remaining protein measurements were aggregated across all eye discs for comparison between genotypes.
Visualization of relative Pnt and Yan expression in Notch mutant discs
Visualizations were constructed by applying a smoothing operation to maximum intensity projections across confocal layers spanning progenitors ( Fig. S5 A,B) , then mapping the absolute difference in Pnt-GFP and Yan antibody fluorescence to a diverging color scale. The smoothing operation consists of three sequential applications of a grey-closing filter followed by a single pass of a three-pixel wide median filter. This procedure dampens noise. Raw image fluorescence intensities were normalized to a 0-1 scale before application of any filters, so the maximum possible difference between Pnt-GFP and Yan fluorescence channels is unity. The color scale was truncated to a range of -0.3 to 0.3 for visualization purposes. No postprocessing was applied to the maximum intensity projections in Figures S5 A and S5 B .
Analysis of periodic spatial patterns in Notch mutant discs
Progenitor cells were selected from a 1.75 h window immediately posterior to the morphogenetic furrow. This window corresponds to approximately one column of eventual ommatidia. The window is identifiable in Notch mutant discs because the MF serves as a reference. Digital spatial signals were assembled by sampling progenitor log2-transformed Pnt to Yan ratios, X, as a function of cell position along the dorso-ventral axis, y. Both autocorrelation analysis and spectral decomposition were applied to these signals.
Autocorrelation functions were assembled by computing the moving average of expression similarity, C, as a function of dorso-ventral separation distance, d: where E denotes the expected value, and i and j are indexed over all cells in order of increasing separation distance. Moving averages and confidence intervals were computed as described previously, with a window size of 50 sequential values.
Spatial signals were decomposed into spectral components via the Lomb-Scargle periodogram using the AstroML software package (J. VanderPlas et al. 2012 ). These periodograms were used rather than Fourier decomposition because they enable spectral decomposition of irregularly sampled signals (J. T. VanderPlas 2018). Significance thresholds were inferred from the 95th percentile of peak spectral powers detected during repeated decomposition of 1000 null signals. Null signals were constructed by resampling signal intensities while maintaining constant sampling times.
Data and software availability
All segmented and annotated eye discs will be made available via our data repository upon publication. The FlyEye Silhouette software and its user manuals will be made freely available via the macOS App Store. All subsequent expression analysis and visualization procedures, our transcription factor binding model, and clones analysis pipeline will be made available as open-source Python packages. We will also provide a repository that includes a series of Jupyter notebooks that enable complete reproduction of all figures and analysis presented in the manuscript.
